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A robot is an electromechanical system, which is guided by software via electronic circuitry. In the absence
of electronic systems, there is no way to make a connection between software and mechanical components. This
means that all robotic systems require mechanical systems, electronic systems and software. OMNIMO, as a
modular reconfigurable robot, has sophisticated electronic systems and software. Electronic system of OMNIMO
includes controllers, actuators, transducers, communication units, regulators, batteries, user interface units and
complementary components. In addition, OMNIMO is controlled by four different layers of software. In this paper,
electronic hardware details, system integration and control software architecture of modular reconfigurable robot
module OMNIMO are presented. In addition, adaptation of components and communication protocol details of
hardware are given.
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1. Introduction

Unlike the conventional robotic systems, modular re-
configurable robots combine the properties and capabili-
ties of multi robot systems to accomplish the objectives,
which are on the further side of the abilities of a sin-
gle robot system. As expected, these robots are more
complex than standard robots, concerning their design,
controlling electronics and software.

A modular reconfigurable robot can be thought as a
universal robot or a general-purpose robot. Potentially,
they can be used in space explorations to dynamic furni-
ture applications. In addition, a modular reconfigurable
robot is capable of simulating any other physical robot.
This capability arises from the facts that;

• These robots are composed of robotic modules.

• Their capability of modularity and redundant mo-
bility, allows the robots to construct the shape of
any other robot.

• They can connect with each other in various diffe-
rent forms in order to make two and/or three di-
mensional geometries.

These abilities make it possible for modular reconfigura-
ble robots to adapt and optimize their shape for any new
and unpredictable duty. For instance, a modular recon-
figurable robot can change into the shape of a wheeled
robot, to quickly travel on smooth roads, and then be-
come a snake to explore a narrow pipe or cave, it can
be a legged robot to carry load in rough terrain. Moreo-
ver, if it comes across a hill or mountain, it can become
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a climbing robot, and finally, it can be used as a structu-
ral element, such as table or wall. By using OMNIMO, so
many single module and multi module robot alternatives
can be constructed [1].

By this vision, a modular reconfigurable robot module
OMNIMO [OMNIdirectional MOdular robot] is develo-
ped. OMNIMO has its own locomotion and navigation
systems and it can accomplish some simple duties. For
complex tasks suitable robot type can be constructed by
using multi modules. Moreover, OMNIMO is a homoge-
neous type, hybrid, deterministic modular reconfigurable
robot module. It has five degrees of freedom, four revo-
lute and one prismatic. Degrees of freedom of the robot
can be used as fixed, free and actuated. A photograph of
OMNIMO can be seen in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Photograph of OMNIMO.

Up to now, more than seventy different modular recon-
figurable robot systems were developed. There are many
various forms, from one degree of freedom to six degrees
of freedoms. In this part, a selection of modular robots
is surveyed and analyzed, with a focus on most impor-
tant features of modular robots, that are number of DoF
(degrees of freedom), DoF types, developers, classifica-
tion and production date of modular robots. In Table I,
reader can find the robot modules in historical order.
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After inspecting modular robot modules and studies,
there is limited information about electronic systems, in-
tegration, used components and software architecture.

Thus, in this paper, electronic systems and software ar-
chitecture of a new modular reconfigurable robot module,
which is called OMNIMO, are presented.

TABLE I

List of modular reconfigurable robotic systems.

Robot DoF DoF Type Dimension Architecture Year Developers Reference
CEBOT 2 2R Various Mobile 1988 Fukuda et al. [2,3]
PolyPod 2 2R 3D Chain 1993 Mark Yim [4]

Metamorphic 6 6R 2D Lattice 1993 Chirikjian G.S. [5]
CONRO 2 2R 3D Chain 1998 Castano et al. [6]
PolyBot 1 1R 3D Chain 1998 Yim et al [7]
3D Unit 6 6R 3D Lattice 1998 Murata et al. [8]
Molecule 4 4R 3D Lattice 1998 Kotay et al. [9]
Telecube 6 6P 3D Lattice 1998 Suh et al. [10]
M-TRAN 2 2R 3D Hybrid 1998 Murata et al. [11]
Crystalline 1 1P 2D Lattice 1999 Rus and Vona [12]
I-Cubes 3 3R 3D Lattice 1999 Ünsal et al. [13]

M-TRAN II 2 2R 3D Hybrid 2002 Murata et al. [14]
Swarm-bot 3 3R 2D Mobile 2003 Mondada et al. [15]
ATRON 1 1R 3D Hybrid 2003 Ostergard et al. [16]
Catoms 0 — 2D Lattice 2005 Goldstein et al. [17]
Molecube 1 1R 3D Hybrid 2005 Zykov et al. [18]

M-TRAN III 2 2R 3D Hybrid 2005 Kurokawa et al. [19]
SuperBot 3 3R 3D Hybrid 2005 Salemi et al. [20]
YaMoR 1 1R 2D Chain 2005 Moeckel et al. [21]

Y1 Modules 1 1R 2D Chain 2006 Gonzalez et al. [22]
Miche 0 — 3D Lattice 2007 Rus et al [23]

Roombots 3 3R 3D Hybrid 2008 Sproewitz et al. [24]
Sambot 3 3R 3D Hybrid 2010 Wei et al. [25]
Smores 4 4R 3D Hybrid 2012 Davey et al. [26]

2. Electronic system of OMNIMO

In the hardware part, in order to get maximum per-
formance from a robot, electronic and mechanical sys-
tems should be accurate and robust. Development of
modular robot module requires sophisticated mechanical
capabilities [27]. For this reason, when selecting elec-
tronics components, all the parts must be durable and
compatible with each other. In addition, before selecting
electronic components, general framework of software of
the robot should be created and mechanical limitations
should be identified. Software size and computation load
should be roughly estimated, to select the correct con-
troller. In this part of study, electronic hardware details
of OMNIMO are presented. In addition, communication
protocol details of parts are given.

2.1. Controller

A controller in a robot plays the role of the brain.
Therefore, every mechatronic and robotic system needs
a controller. Robot controllers provide an interface bet-
ween inputs and outputs in a robot. These are program-
mable microcontrollers, microprocessors and computers
that enable robot to sense and act in its working envi-
ronment. In other words, robot controller is an electronic

and programmable hardware and it is a connection bet-
ween hardware and software. Generally, the robot con-
troller receives signals from the operator interface or from
sensors. According to the developed software, robot con-
troller combines the measured sensor data and predefined
tasks. The electronic controller makes the robot come to
life.

In this robotic project, Dynamixel robotic servo has
been used as an actuator. Dynamixel can be control-
led using specific controllers and computers. To cont-
rol Dynamixel, communication can be established by a
proper protocol. Dynamixel uses the half-duplex univer-
sal asynchronous serial communication protocol (UART)
with 8 bit, 1 stop bit, and none parity. The controller of
the robot and Dynamixel communicate with each other
by sending and receiving data packets. There are two
types of packets:

• Instruction packet includes signals sent from the
main controller to Dynamixel,

• Status packet includes the Dynamixel responses
sent to main controller as a feedback.

Details of Dynamixel robotic servomotors can be found
in [28].
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In this research, each reconfigurable robotic module
has five actuated DoF. It contains special sensors, such
as gyroscope and distance measurement sensors. For the
integration of the software, sensory equipment, commu-
nication elements and actuators, a special controller is
needed. The motivation to build OMNIMO was to de-
velop an open source modular robotic platform. For this
reason Arduino MEGA 2560 has been used as the main
controller. It can be easily obtained and it has high
capacity.

Arduino MEGA 2560 is a control module type con-
troller. It contains ATMega2560 microcontroller. AT-
Mega2560 is a low power, high-performance, Atmel 8-bit
AVR RISC-based microcontroller [29].

2.2. Actuators

A robot is equipped with the actuators in order to cre-
ate motion. Thus motor and drives are called actuators.
In our robotic project, Robotis brand Dynamixel robotic
smart servo is selected, due to its robustness, high torque
output, and high controllability. The Dynamixel servo
modules provide an interface between controller and mo-
tors. The Dynamixel servos are smart and modular ac-
tuators that contain high quality precise DC motor, low
backlash gearbox, and a control circuitry with networ-
king functionality, all in a single housing. That is to say,
they are high performance actuators for robots, fully in-
tegrated with feedback, networking, and programmabi-
lity. In this study, due to the high torque requirement,
Dynamixel EX 106+ will be used.

2.3. Transducers

Transducer is a device that measures some type of phy-
sical change in the environment. The changes could in-
clude motion, heat, pressure, force, light or any one of
a great number of other environmental phenomena. The
output of sensory systems is generally an analog or digi-
tal signal, that is converted and amplified to be under-
standable for the microcontroller, for reading or further
processing. In OMNIMO project, nine different sensors
are used. They are;

• 3 axis accelerometer

• 3 axis gyroscope

• 3 axis magnetometer

• Magnetic encoder

• Current sensor

• Voltage sensor

• Temperature sensor

• Ultrasonic distance sensor

• Limit switch

Accelerometers are devices that measure how fast so-
mething is speeding up or slowing down. Accelerometers
are used to sense both dynamic and static (gravity) acce-
leration.

Gyroscopes are devices that measure angular velocity;
how fast something is spinning about an axis.

Magnetometers or digital compasses are commonly
used for measuring heading direction, using the magnetic
field of Earth.

Accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers are
very useful, but alone they do not give quite enough in-
formation, to be able to calculate orientation, position,
and velocity. For that reason, in OMNIMO project IMU
(inertial measurement unit) is used. An inertial mea-
surement unit includes three different sensors. It uses
accelerometer to detect the current rate of acceleration
and detects changes in angular velocity using gyrosco-
pes and uses magnetometer, in order to measure body-
surrounding magnetic field. However, IMU is used for
calculating robot orientation. In this study, a robust
orientation angles calculating software was developed by
using Kalman filter and sensor fusion algorithm. Orien-
tation angles, which are roll, pitch, and yaw, can be seen
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Orientation angles of robot module.

An encoder is a sensor that is used to measure position,
velocity, and acceleration of the motor. It is embedded in
the servo motor. By using this encoder position, velocity,
and acceleration of each axis can be measured.

A current sensor is used to measure current, which is
consumed by the motor, and it is used for control of the
torque of a motor. The motor torque can be changed
between 0 to 106 kg cm. The motor is equipped with a
current sensor.

A voltage sensor is used to measure voltage of the mo-
tor in order to prevent over-voltage. The voltage sensor
is embedded in the motor.

A temperature sensor is used to measure temperature
of motor in order to prevent over-temperature. The tem-
perature sensor is embedded in the motor.
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Ultrasonic distance sensor is low-cost distance measu-
ring sensor. OMNIMO is equipped with four sharp ul-
trasonic distance sensors with a range of 4–30 cm.

A limit switch is used to check limits. Two limit swit-
ches are used in the linear axis of OMNIMO.

2.4. Communication units

In this study, in order to accomplish communication
between modules and communication between modu-
les and computer a communication system is required.
To construct wireless communication network Digi XBee
Pro S2B wireless communication module has been used.
It has 1600-meters range. Its general appearance can be
seen in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Electronic system of OMNIMO.

2.5. Regulators

Voltage regulators are used to regulate voltage to a
desired value for energizing different components. In ad-
dition, qualified regulators tolerate sudden voltage drops
and prevent components from damage. OMNIMO con-
tains three different voltage regulators, which are:

• 14.8 Volt to 3.3 Volt for IMU and XBee

• 14.8 Volt to 5 Volt for screen and ultrasonic sensor

• 14.8 Volt to 12 Volt for main controller

2.6. Battery

To supply power requirements of a robot there are
three different ways; one of them is a power cord, the
second one is batteries and the third one is producing the
robot’s own power with an internal combustion engine.
In order to make an independent robotic system, batte-
ries are the easy and the clean choice. For that reason,
in OMNIMO project, Turnigy 18.5 Volt, 45C, 1500 mAh,
high current rate lithium-polymer battery has been used.
With this capacity, OMNIMO can work between 30 to
60 minutes.

2.7. User interface units

The robot is equipped with user interface units, ma-
king a connection between user and the robot. OMNIMO
can be commanded and initiated in three different ways.
First way is using a computer via wireless communica-
tion. Second way is using another module and the third
way is assembling an onboard touch screen. The wireless
communication system of the robot was explained before.
The touch screen of OMNIMO is 4D systems 3.2-inch
uLCD-32PTU display module with resistive touch. It is
operated with 5 Volts, it has its own Atmega 8 micro-
controller and it has an onboard speaker. By using the
speaker, it is possible to get voiced warnings from the
robot. The main purpose of putting the screen on the
robot is not only commanding and initiating the robot,
but also error monitoring and bug removing, during the
software development.

2.8. Complementary components

All electromechanical systems need some electronic
complementary components, such as wires, ferromagne-
tic or other type passive filters, signal or protocol con-
verters, connectors and buttons. These products are in-
dispensable for proper running electronic systems of the
robot. Constructing electronic system of the robot requi-
res precise and careful reading of datasheets. Especially,
working voltage range, current needs, and proper com-
munication protocols must be found out. Electronic sy-
stem connection and communication signals can be seen
in Fig. 3 and placement of electronic components inside
the robot can be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Placement of electronic components inside the
robot.

3. Software

Robot software is a set of algorithms that produce com-
mands according to the desired tasks to control electronic
and mechanical systems of the robot. Generally, com-
mercial and traditional robots have a computer based
controller and software [30, 31], whereas, mobile robots
have embedded controllers and software. In the OM-
NIMO project, a completely embedded control system
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is used, and the embedded control software and software
configurations of OMNIMO are presented in this chapter.
Robot software is generally developed to perform autono-
mous duties or tele-operated tasks. Software developed
for OMNIMO supervises;

• Motion control

• Path planning

• Mission or task planning

• Internal communication between electronic robot
parts

• External communication between robots or super-
vised controllers

• User interface etc.

Due to the complexity of robotic software, generally, it
is designed and developed in the layered architecture.
The layers divide the whole complex control software into
small software groups. Such practice is very effective for
making the debugging operations easy and also improves
software modularity. Because of these reasons, main soft-
ware of our modular reconfigurable robot module OM-
NIMO is divided into four main layers. The relations
of the software architecture layers are shown in Fig. 5.
They are;

• Device driver layer,

• Platform layer,

• Algorithm layer,

• User interfaces layer.

Fig. 5. Software architecture layers of OMNIMO.

3.1. Device driver layer

This layer is developed to handle low-level driver
functions, which are required to operate sensors, actu-
ators and communication elements. In this level, raw
sensor data are turned into meaningful engineering units,
as well as meaningful engineering units are turned into
robot actions. In this study, for the sake of reducing

complexity and getting interaction with the hardware,
five different libraries are constructed for five different
hardware elements. These are;

• Dynamixel EX106+ UART communication library,

• Sharp ultrasonic distance sensor calibration library,

• Sparkfun Razor 9 DOF IMU communication and
calibration library,

• XBee communication library,

• Color touch screen communication library.

3.2. Platform layer
Platform layer is an interconnection between high-level

algorithm and the drivers of the robot. This level con-
tains physical hardware configurations, physical relati-
ons, kinematics and settings, such as motor limits and
sensor thresholds. It takes over communication between
elements of the robot. Translation between high-level
code and low-level code is accomplished at this level.
Platform layer of OMNIMO includes;

• Kinematics,

• Sensor fusion,

• Limitations.

3.3. Algorithm layer
Algorithm layer represents the high-level control algo-

rithms for the robotic system. In other words, decision-
making algorithms of the robot work on this level. All
meaningful sensory information comes into this level ac-
cording to the proper algorithm; such as steering, obsta-
cle avoidance and robot locomotion strategies, which are
also coded in this level. Reconfiguration and modularity
are also defined at this level. OMNIMO can realize five
different robots. Three of them are mobile robots and the
rest are static robotic arm type robots. For locomotion
of mobile robot types and static robot configurations,
movement strategies are stored in this level. Also, multi
module reconfiguration and combining strategies and the
algorithms will be held at this level.

3.4. User interface layer

This layer of the algorithm provides physical inte-
raction between the operator and the robot. This in-
terface layer can be used for code developing, debugging
and for monitoring the errors. In order to develop the
main algorithm of OMNIMO, four different user interfa-
ces or platforms have been used. They are;

• Dynamixel wizard,

• Matlab,

• SimMechanics interface,

• Touch screen interface (embedded control).
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4. Conclusions

The main motivation of building OMNIMO, shown in
Fig. 1, was to develop an open source, completely stan-
dalone, modular reconfigurable robot module with high
dexterity and flexibility for multitasking. For this reason,
robot module is equipped with extensive sophisticated
hardware and powerful software, to control completely
new kinematic configuration, especially for modular re-
configurable robotic field, because total performance of
the robotic systems is directly dependent on its hardware
and software capabilities.

This paper focuses on electronic system and soft-
ware architecture of modular reconfigurable robot mo-
dule OMNIMO. Selected electronic components with fe-
atures and reason for selection are specified. In software
part, in order to reduce complexity of robotic software,
control algorithms of our robot module are divided in
four different layers. During the code development pro-
cess, layered software can be expanded easily. By the help
of the developed software and hardware integration, the
desired robot architecture can be obtained and different
ideas can be tested on the different robot types, which
can be constructed from multiple OMNIMO modules.
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